Tecnoform at Caravan Salon Düsseldorf
Giving Shape to Your Outdoor Experience
For over 50 years Tecnoform has been an ideal partner for
manufacturers in the nautical sector, the luxury home and,
more generally, the RV segment, which intend to offer its
customers a qualitative and avant-garde experience in the
use of vehicles dedicated to living traveling.
Italy will be able to maintain its creative and qualitative
leadership to the extent that it will be able to sustain and
improve the working conditions and creativity of its
collaborators.
The first innovation commitment aimed at restoring value to
customers starts from the inside of the factory and the
production site, the attention to the environment and
sustainability see Tecnoform engaged in a continuous
research and development process that places in energy
saving and 'use of renewable sources a continuous reason
for improvement having achieved a solar energy autonomy
equal to 80% of the company needs.
"Listening" this is the first skill of Tecnoform that for years
has been careful to understand the changing and changing
needs of its customers because it has matured over time
the skills of a tailor and knows how much there is no valid
and just solution for all but only the tailoring and putting
together with the customer can create the ideal conditions
to create winning, recognized and rewarded projects that
offer better profits and solid brand consolidation.
Lighter and more resistant materials enriched by taste and
Italian style make surfaces and surfaces unique and
unmistakable.
The creative imagination is born from the continuous union
of experience, competence and passion.
Experience accumulated over years and years of work in the
field and expertise refined with lifelong learning and
attention to all industry innovations but it is the passion that
drives the founders, the management and each contributor
that provides something intangible and irreplaceable that
returns to the end user of Tecnoform furniture and solutions
that unrivaled experience of outdoor life of elegance and
quality because form is substance and beauty is an absolute
value when combined with intelligence and functionality.
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